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O

ptical micro/nanocavities with
both high Q and small Vm are of
great importance in the enhancement of light-matter interaction.1,2 The
quality factor Q describes the spectral energy density of the cavity mode, which is
proportional to the cavity photon lifetime.
The mode volume Vm represents the spatial
energy density of the cavity mode, which
quantiﬁes the electric ﬁeld strength per
photon. The long photon lifetime and
strong light conﬁnement in these high-Q/
Vm optical cavities lead to many fundamental studies of optical physics at nanoscale and integrated photonics applications,
for example, enhanced spontaneous emission, strong coupling in cavity quantum
electrodynamics (QED), enhancement of
optical nonlinearities, and optomechanics.3-6
Although conventional dielectric cavities
can be designed to have ultrahigh Q factors,
such as microspheres,7 microtoroids,8 and
photonic crystal cavities,9 the physical sizes
of these cavities cannot be smaller than the
wavelength scale in order to conﬁne photon
eﬀectively. Therefore, the mode volumes for
these dielectric cavities are diﬀraction-limited and are always larger than the single
cubic wavelength (λ/n)3.
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) provide a new way to conﬁne electromagnetic
(EM) waves beyond the diﬀraction limit by
storing the optical energy in free electron
oscillations along the metal-dielectric
interface.10,11 The unique dispersion relation of SPPs supports high wave vectors
with ultrashort wavelengths, resulting in
diﬀerent kinds of plasmonic nanocavities
with subwavelength mode volumes and
metal-loss-limited Q factors, such as plasmonic microdisk resonators,12 metallic-ﬁn
Fabry-Perot cavities,13 and metallic-coated
nanocavities for miniaturization of lasers.14-18
With periodic dielectric lattice on the top of
the metal layer, plasmonic crystals can be
formed to support complete two-dimensional
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ABSTRACT We propose a hybrid optical nanocavity consisting of photonic crystals coupled to a

metal surface with a nanoscale air gap between. The hybridization of photonic crystal modes and
surface plasmons across the gap forms hybrid cavity modes, which are highly conﬁned in the low-loss
air gap region. Deep subwavelength mode volume and high quality factor are demonstrated at
telecommunication wavelength, resulting in an extremely large Q/Vm ratio of 60 000 λ-3. This new
type of high-Q/Vm broad-band hybrid nanocavity opens up opportunities for various applications in
enhanced light-matter interactions.
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band gaps for SPP manipulation.19 Plasmonic band gap nanocavities have also been
proposed for conﬁning light in deep subwavelength scale.20 Although plasmonic
cavities can achieve deep subwavelength
mode volume, their quality factors are
always limited by the parasitic loss of
metal.
With the advantage of SPPs, a hybrid
plasmonic waveguide has been proposed
to squeeze optical energy into the nanoscale air gap between the dielectric waveguide and the metal surface.21 In such a
system, both deep subwavelength mode
area and low propagation loss have been
demonstrated for realizing nanophotonic
applications such as nanolasers22 and optical forces enhancement.23 The conﬁned
optical energy can be boosted by introducing a high-Q optical resonator to enhance
the light-matter interactions further.24 Hybrid plasmonic resonators based on total
internal reﬂection (TIR) have been used to
realize the low-threshold plasmonic nanolasers at room temperature.25 In this paper,
we propose a novel hybrid photonic-plasmonic crystal nanocavity by integrating
photonic crystal structures into hybrid plasmonic waveguides, as illustrated in Figure 1.
On the basis of the periodic variation in the
eﬀective index of hybrid mode, a unique
hybrid photonic-plasmonic crystal with a
transverse magnetic (TM) band gap is formed
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Figure 1. Schematic of the proposed hybrid photonic-plasmonic crystal nanocavity consisting of 10 lattice periods with
parabolic variation of lattice constant in the cavity region. The photon loss channels of the hybrid crystal cavity modes include
free space radiation, in-plane SPP radiation, evanescent coupling through hybrid crystals, and absorption of metal.

Figure 2. (a) Cross section of the hybrid plasmonic waveguide consisting of a rectangular silicon waveguide (w/h = 200/
470 nm) and silver substrate separated by an air gap (g = 10 nm), and the distributions of electric ﬁeld |Ey|2, magnetic
ﬁeld |Hx|2, and EM energy density W for the fundamental hybrid mode at 200 THz propagating along the z-axis. (b) Mode
area Am and the propagation length Lm of the hybrid mode as a function of the waveguide height h. (c) The h
dependence of eﬀective index neﬀ for the hybrid mode (red curve), bare silicon waveguide mode (blue curve), and bare
SPP mode (dotted curve).

at the telecommunication wavelength. One-dimensional hybrid crystal nanocavities having parabolic
variation of lattice constant are then designed to
realize both high-Q factor and deep subwavelength
mode volume Vm, which is due to the strong optical
energy concentration in the low-loss air gap region.
As shown in Figure 1, the photon loss channels of the
hybrid crystal cavity mode include free space radiation, in-plane SPP radiation, evanescent coupling
through hybrid crystals, and absorption of metal.
We will systematically study the waveguide geometry dependences of radiation Q factor Qrad, absorption Q factor Qabs, Vm, and Q/Vm in order to illustrate
the mechanism of the optical conﬁnement in such
nanocavities. This new type of high-Q/Vm broadband nanocavity will be of great importance in the
enhancement of light-matter interactions, such as
cavity QED, nonlinear optics, low-threshold nanoscale lasers, optomechanics, biological sensors,26,27
and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).28-30
YANG ET AL.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2a shows the geometry of the hybrid plasmonic waveguide consisting of a rectangular silicon
waveguide coupled to a ﬂat silver substrate with a
nanoscale air gap g between. In Figure 2a, we also
show the distributions of electric ﬁeld |Ey|2, magnetic
ﬁeld |Hx|2, and EM energy density W for the fundamental hybrid mode at 200 THz propagating along the
z-axis. The strong coupling between the silicon waveguide mode and the SPP mode results in the concentration of optical energy inside the low-loss air gap.
Figure 2b shows the waveguide height h dependence
of the mode area Am and the propagation length Lm of
the hybrid mode with waveguide width w = 200 nm
and gap g = 10 nm. The strong optical conﬁnement of
the hybrid mode into the nanoscale air gap results in
an ultrasmall mode area down to 0.005 λ2. At the same
time, the hybrid mode can travel through a long
distance, which is more than 40 μm at 200 THz.
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Figure 3. (a) Unit cell of one-dimensional hybrid photonic-plasmonic crystal with a rectangular air hole located inside the
silicon waveguide. The TM band structure of the hybrid crystal for the lattice constant (b) a0 = 420 nm and (c) ac = 0.9a0. The
light cone is indicated by the gray region. The corresponding ﬁeld distributions (|Ey|2, |Hx|2, and W) of lower band-edge mode
(d) and upper band-edge mode (e) at the Brillouin zone boundary in (b).

Figure 2c plots the h dependence of eﬀective index neﬀ
for the hybrid mode (red curve), bare silicon waveguide
mode (blue curve), and bare SPP mode (dotted curve).
Note that the eﬀective index of an optical mode
characterizes the phase velocity of the eigenmode
popagating along the z direction.21 For example, when
h = 470 nm, the eﬀective index of the hybrid mode is
neﬀ = 2.3735, which is much larger than the refractive
index of the SPP mode at the air-silver interface,
where nSPP = (εmεd/(εm þ εd))1/2 = 1.0039. This high
index contrast ensures the formation of a hybrid
photonic-plasmonic crystal with a TM band gap by
introducing photonic crystal structure into the silicon
waveguide.
Figure 3a shows the unit cell of a hybrid photonic-plasmonic crystal by introducing periodic rectangular
air holes inside the silicon waveguide along the z-axis.
The lattice constant is a0 = 420 nm, and the dimensions
of the air hole are hy = 0.626h and hz = 0.4a0. In
Figure 3b, we show the band structure of the hybrid
crystal for TM polarization. A band gap is clearly visible
from 176 to 218 THz indicated by the red area, while
some higher order modes form the band structure
below the light cone (marked by the gray region).
Panels d and e of Figure 3 plot the corresponding ﬁeld
distributions (|Ey|2, |Hx|2, and W) of lower band-edge
mode (at 176 THz) and upper band-edge mode (at 218
THz) at the Brillouin zone boundary, respectively. The
electric ﬁeld is mostly located in the high eﬀective
index region for the lower band-edge mode, whereas
the electric ﬁeld for the upper band-edge mode is
concentrated underneath the air hole with low eﬀective index. Figure 3c shows the band structure of the
same hybrid crystal but with a smaller lattice constant
YANG ET AL.

ac = 0.9a0. The band gap will shift to higher frequencies, which is from 189 to 244 THz, due to the reduced
eﬀective index as the optical modes have more overlap
with air. As a result, by combining these two hybrid
crystal structures, the lower band-edge mode with
lattice constant ac lies within the band gap of the unit
cell with lattice constant a0, which will act as the defect
cavity mode trapped inside the a0 lattice. This mechanism of light conﬁnement in mode-gap cavities has
been demonstrated to realize ultrahigh Q factor in
dielectric photonic crystal cavities.31-33
On the basis of the band structure of the hybrid
crystal, we have designed a hybrid crystal nanocavity
to support the cavity modes highly conﬁned twodimensionally along both the x and y directions, as
shown in Figure 1 and Figure 4a. In order to construct
an optical potential well to trap the optical modes
along the z-axis, we introduced a parabolic relationship
in the lattice constant with the lattice number N from
a0 to ac = 0.9a0.32,33 This gradual lattice variation
dramatically reduces the mode proﬁle mismatch between the Bloch modes in the cavity and the mirror, so
as to address high radiation Q factors. The perturbations of lattice constants span ﬁve periods away from
the cavity center, so that the cavity region covers 10
lattice periods, as illustrated in Figure 4b. The corresponding lower and upper band-edge frequencies for
diﬀerent lattice number along the z-axis are plotted in
Figure 4c. The acceptor-type defect cavity is clearly
formed at the Brillouin zone boundary, which supports
two eigenmodes in the mode gap. Figure 4d,e illustrates the ﬁeld distributions of Ey, |E|2, and W for two
eigenmodes supported in this cavity, with resonant
frequencies of 184 THz for the ﬁrst order mode (m = 1)
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Figure 4. (a) Schematic of the hybrid crystal nanocavity consisting of 10 lattice periods in the cavity region. (b) Lattice
constant aN along the waveguide as a parabolic function of the lattice number N from a0 to ac = 0.9a0. (c) Lower and upper
band-edge frequencies along the waveguide. The created acceptor-type cavity supports two eigenmodes (m = 1 and m = 2)
inside the mode gap. The corresponding ﬁeld distributions (Ey, |E|2, and W) for the two eigenmodes (d) m = 1 and (e) m = 2 of
hybrid crystal cavity with g = 10 nm.

with even symmetry respect to the x-y plane and 178
THz for the second order mode (m = 2) with odd
symmetry. The electrical ﬁeld intensity |E|2 is strongly
squeezed inside the low-loss air gap, while most of the
EM energy density W is also concentrated inside the
gap region. The modes are conﬁned within only several
lattice periods in the cavity region along the z-axis. The
total quality factors Qtot reach 457 and 338 for the ﬁrstorder mode and the second-order mode, respectively.
1/Qtot = 1/Qrad þ 1/Qabs, where Qrad is the radiation Q
factor and Qabs is the absorption Q factor due to the
ohmic loss of the metal. The mode volume Vm is around
YANG ET AL.

2 orders of magnitude smaller than the wavelength
cubic, which is 0.0092 (λ/nair)3 and 0.0122 (λ/nair)3 for
each mode.
Figure 5 shows the dependences of quality factor Q,
mode volume Vm, and the Qtot/Vm ratio on the gap
separation g for the waveguide with w = 200 nm and
h = 470 nm. For m = 1 mode plotted in Figure 5a, as g is
increased from 0 to 50 nm, Qabs increases almost
linearly because the coupling between the silicon
waveguide mode and SPPs is getting weaker so that
the energy loss inside the metal is reduced. When g = 0,
the pure plasmonic crystal cavity mode shown in
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Figure 5. Dependences of quality factors Qtot, Qrad, and Qabs on the gap separation g with w = 200 nm and h = 470 nm for the
two eigenmodes (a) m = 1 and (b) m = 2. (c) Mode volume Vm and (d) Qtot/Vm ratio as a function of air gap g for the two
eigenmodes.

Figure 6. (a) Field distributions (Ey, |E|2, and W) for m = 1 mode of pure plasmonic crystal cavity (g = 0). (b) Field distributions
(Ey, |E|2, and W) for m = 1 mode of conventional dielectric photonic crystal cavity (g = ¥).

Figure 6a suﬀers from the largest absorption loss of the
metal. On the other hand, Qrad slightly increases for the
hybrid cavity mode as g changes from 2 to 50 nm
because the free space radiation due to the optical
scattering from the air gap and the radiation coupled
YANG ET AL.

to the in-plane SPP radiation are slightly reduced as the
air gap gets larger. The radiation loss is mostly determined by the hybrid crystal structure and weakly
depends on the coupling between the dielectric waveguide mode and the SPP mode, which is limited by
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TABLE 1. Lattice Constant a0, Hole Size hy and hz for
Different Waveguide Height h in Figure 7
h (nm)

a0 (nm)

hy (h)

hz (a0)

250
300
350
400
470

730
650
570
490
420

0.5
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.626

0.7
0.65
0.6
0.5
0.4

Qtot/Vm ratio is then plotted in Figure 5d. The plasmonic crystal cavity mode has a Qtot/Vm ratio of 300
(λ/nsi)-3, and the dielectric photonic crystal cavity mode
has 2400 (λ/nsi)-3 for m = 1 mode, while the Qtot/Vm
ratio of hybrid crystal cavity mode is above 48 000
(λ/nair)-3 with a maximum value of 77 000 (λ/nair)-3 at g =
2 nm. This ultralarge Qtot/Vm ratio will signiﬁcantly
increase the Purcell factor and enhance the spontaneous emission rate for emitters in the cavity center.34
The m = 2 mode has a lower Qrad because its resonant
frequency is close to the lower band edge of the band
gap, as shown in Figure 4c, leading to large evanescent
coupling through hybrid crystals along the z direction.
The mode volume of the m = 2 mode is slightly larger
than the m = 1 mode, due to the broadening of the
mode distribution along the z-axis.
Even larger Qtot/Vm ratio can be obtained by tuning
the waveguide height h. According to Figure 2c, as h is
increased, the eﬀective index neﬀ for the hybrid mode
gets larger (shown in the red curve), leading to lower
resonant frequencies of the cavity modes. To systematically study the h dependences of Q and Vm at the
same frequency region, we also tuned the lattice
constant a0 and the hole size hy and hz for diﬀerent
waveguide height h, as listed in Table 1. Figure 7a plots
the calculated band-edge frequencies and the resonant frequencies of two eigenmodes for various waveguide height h with w = 200 nm and g = 10 nm.
Figure 7b-d shows the dependences of Q, Vm, and
Qtot/Vm ratio on h for m = 1 mode. As h varies from
250 to 470 nm, the eﬀective index gets larger and more
optical energy is located inside the dielectric waveguide
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the Qrad of dielectric photonic crystal cavity mode
shown in Figure 6b (where Qrad ∼ 1525). The pure
plasmonic crystal cavity mode has a relatively higher
Qrad compared to the hybrid crystal cavity mode, due
to the absence of the optical scattering from the air
gap. Qabs dominates the optical loss when g < 30 nm.
Qtot gradually increase from 153 to 1140 as the gap
varies from 0 to 50 nm. As plotted in Figure 5c, the
mode volume Vm for m = 1 mode of hybrid crystal
cavity can be above 2 orders of magnitude smaller than
the wavelength cubic. For example, at g = 2 nm, hybrid
crystal cavity mode has Vm of 0.0025 (λ/nair)3. As a
comparison, pure plasmonic crystal cavity mode has a
large Vm of 0.51 (λ/nsi)3, and dielectric photonic crystal
cavity mode also has a similar Vm of 0.64 (λ/nsi)3
because the optical energy is mostly conﬁned in the
high-index dielectric structures for both cases, which
are above 200 times larger than the mode volume of
hybrid crystal cavity mode. As a result, the nanoscale air
gap is essential in the proposed system to support the
hybrid mode for the deep subwavelength Vm and
improved Qtot. The ﬁgure of merit for optical cavities

Figure 7. (a) Calculated band-edge frequencies and the resonant frequencies of two eigenmodes for various waveguide
height h with w = 200 nm and g = 10 nm. The dependences of quality factors Qtot, Qrad, and Qabs (b), the mode volume Vm (c),
and the Qtot/Vm ratio (d) on h for m = 1 mode.
YANG ET AL.
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where n is the index of refraction at the ﬁeld intensity
maximum. Our proposed system can achieve Fp ≈ 4560
for the cavity having Qtot/Vm of 60 000 (λ/nair)-3 and
n = nair, with the waveguide geometry of w = 200 nm,
h = 350 nm, and g = 10 nm. The Qtot can be increased furthermore by reducing the temperature, where the damping

METHODS
Numerical Simulations. The calculations are performed using
the finite-element method (FEM) software package (COMSOL)
with nsi = 3.5 and the empirical value for nAg based on the Drude
model,36 where εAg = ε¥ - ω2p/(ω2 - iωγ) with background
dielectric constant ε¥ = 5.0, plasma frequency ωp = 1.38  1016
rad/s, and collision frequency γ = 5.07  1013 rad/s. The mode
area for the hybrid plasmonic waveguide is calculated from Am
F)], where Wm is the integrated EM energy over
= Wm/max[W(r
RR
F)d2r, and W( F
r ) is the local EM
the entire space Wm= W(r
energy density at the position F
r , taking into account the
12
strongly dispersive property of silver, such that
" 
#

F F
1
d(ωε) F F 2
2
j E ( r )j þ μj H ( r )j
W( r ) ¼
Re
2
dω
F

The mode volume of the hybrid photonic-plasmonic nanocavity is calculated as
Vm ¼

Wm
F

max[W( r )]

¼

RRR

1
F

F

W( r ) d3 r

max[W( r )]

The Q factors of the cavity modes are calculated from the
formula Q = fR/Δf, with the resonance frequency fR and the full
width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the resonance intensity
spectrum Δf, which are calculated from the full wave simulations using the finite-difference time-domain method (CST
Microwave Studio). The radiation Q factor can be calculated
and separated from the absorption Q factor due to the metal
loss by removing the imaginary part of the permittivity of silver.
Acknowledgment. This work was supported by the
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